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ABSTRACT
This paper is about the selection of scheduling algorithm for real time system. In this paper we compared
different scheduling algorithms and from these comparison we get another algorithm which is good in
performance as compared to the existing one. First we compare ACO and EDF but both have some merits
and demerits. ACO is not good when system is under loaded, preemptive and single processor while the
result of ACO is good in overloaded condition with a lot of execution time. From the comparison of ACO
and EDF another algorithm is developed called adaptive algorithm which is best in both overloaded and
under loaded condition. [8]
Then we compared EDF and GA based scheduling algorithm. EDF is used in under loaded condition and
when the system become overloaded it changes to GA based algorithm. From the comparison of these
two algorithms we get another algorithm which is also called adaptive algorithm. Performance of both
algorithms is measured by using success rate, effective CPU utilization and execution time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEMS
Real time systems are those systems which depend on two factors. The one is the logical result of
computation and another is the time at which it produces the results. A fixed time is given to a process to
complete its execution and if the time expires for the process the system will fail. There are two
techniques for real time scheduling: (1) static (2) dynamic. In static algorithm the priorities remain the

same for a task and priorities are assigned at the time of designing, while in dynamic assigns priority at
run time [1, 6].

1.2 ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO) ALGORITHM

ACO was bring together to solve hard combinatorial optimization problem. Ant Colony is an
approximation algorithms which is used to provide solution to hard problems in the required time. ACO
follows the principle of real ants. The ant first visit different areas randomly and as the food source is
found it evaluates quality and quantity of food and guides other ant to the food source. [12]

1.3 EARLIEST DEADLINE FIRST (EDF) ALGORITHM
In EDF algorithm each process has a deadline. Priorities are given to processes according to their
deadlines. Higher priority is given to those processes whose deadline is nearest and that process is
selected for execution. This algorithm is good for a system with single processor and under loaded
systems. The performance of EDF is not good when system is overloaded [4, 9].
1.4 GENETIC BASED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm can either be produced randomly or based on various other algorithms. All individual is
an encoding of a set of parameters that uniquely identifies a possible outcome of the problem. In genetic
algorithm first we have to encode possible solution of a problem which are strings and we called these
stings a set of chromosomes.
1.5 ADAPTIVE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
To overcome the limitation of the above three algorithms we develop another technique which is called
Adaptive scheduling Algorithm. By combining ACO and EDF we get adaptive algorithm. As, EDF is not
good in overloaded situation and ACO is better than EDF when the system is overloaded [4]. The
disadvantage of ACO is large execution time. Adaptive scheduling Algorithm automatically switch
between Algorithms. [8]
By combining GA based algorithm and EDF we can also get adaptive algorithm. When the system is
under loaded, the EDF algorithm is used by adaptive algorithm. During overloaded condition,GA
algorithm is used [4].

2. COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC ALGORITHMS
2.1 EARLIEST DEADLINE FIRST (EDF) ALGORITHM
EDFs is the dynamic scheduling algorithm which depends upon the deadline of the task. The task which
has nearest deadline has highest priority [10].
EDF depends on some parameters which are Start time, Execution Time, Deadline of the process, Release
time and the Load of each process. As the process is created, it is stored in a queue and its priority
depends upon the deadline [9].
The processes are added one by one in a EDF queue. Let ? = (? 1,p2,? 3……….? ? ) denotes a set of
process. Suppose for process ? 1, p1= (?i,ei,? i) is characterized by its release time ? i, execution time ??
and deadline of the process ? 1. The process is added in the system and the process with highest priority is
switched to EDF algorithm and the switching depends upon deadline of the process.

For process p1 the periodic task τi= (ci,pi) is by two parameters: one is execution time c1 and another is
period p1. The utilizations of periodic task τi is defined as follow [11].

? i=ci/pi . . . . . . . (1)

A task can be feasibly scheduled using EDF algorithm if the total utilization of a task set ? is
(2)

In the under loaded process, the EDF algorithm executes but CPU usage for that process is minimum . In
case of overloaded some processes fail during execution that is the disadvantage of EDF algorithm [4]. To
minimize this failure adaptive algorithm is utilized [5, 7].
2.2 ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO) ALGORITHM
This algorithm follows the behavior of real ants each one makes a path and there are many ants which are
active at the same time concurrently [3].
In this algorithm, there are many ants and each ant represent a node. Each ant initiates their journey from
various nodes after applying scheduling algorithm in ACO each node is a task whose probability depend
upon the pheromone value ? and heuristic value ? [2, 12].

It is given by;

Where,
(?) is the probability at time t of ith node.
?? is the value pheromone on ??ℎ node at time ?.

?? is a heuristic value of ??ℎ node at time ? and is calculated by,
?=? ? ?−?

2.3 GENETIC ALGORITHMS
A genetic algorithm copies the natural evolution process and it generally starts with the initial populations
of individual, which could be generated randomly or it depends on some other algorithm. Each member of
a set uniquely identifies a solution for problem. The populations go through different stages in order to
create new individuals which replace individuals from which it creates. In crossover, part of the two
individuals of the populations are exchanged to create two entirely new individuals which replace the
individual from which they evolve. Each individual is chosen for crossover with a probability of
crossovers rate. Mutations alter one or extra gene in chromosomes with a chance of mutations rate. For
example, if the individual is an encoding of a schedule, two tasks are picked randomly and their positions
are interchanged. A fitness function calculates the fitness of each individual, i.e., it decides how good a
particular solution is. In the selection process, each individual of the current population is selected into the
new population with a probability proportional to its fitness. The selection process ensures that
individuals with higher fitness values have a higher probability to be carried onto the next generation, and
the individuals with lower fitness values are dropped out. The new population created in the above

manner constitutes the next generation, and the whole process is terminated either after a fixed number of
generations or when a stopping criteria is met. The population after a large number of generations is very
likely to have individuals with very high fitness values which imply that the solution represented by the
individual is good; it is very likely to achieve an acceptable solution to the problem. There are many
variations of the general procedure described above. The initial population may be generated randomly, or
through some other algorithm. The search space, i.e., the domain of the individuals, can be limited to the
set of valid individuals, or extended to the set of all possible individuals, including invalid individuals.
The population size, the number of generations, the probabilities of mutation and crossover are some of
the other parameters that can be varied to obtain a different genetic algorithm
The height varying point of the tasks are taken for cross over as shown in fig 1.After cross over the task
arrangement is shown in fig 2. And their Gantt chart is shown in Fig 3.
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Fig 3 Gantt chart of tasks after Cross over.

2.4 ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
Adaptive algorithm is used to improve the load balancing. An Adaptive algorithm follows the following
principles:
When the system is under loaded it uses EDF algorithm and priority of the job is decided according to the
deadline of the task [6]. When the system is overloaded it switches to ACO algorithm, calculates the total
execution time and minimum time required for each process. Designing steps of adaptive algorithm are as
follow:

START

Create the process with the parameters such as Start
time, Execution Time and the deadline.

EDF Algorithm

If (The
Processor is
overloaded)
Yes
No

ACO Algorithm

Calculate SR, CPU Utilization

END

Figure 4: Flowchart of an Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm
1. Create the process and initialize all the parameters such as Execution time, start Time, Deadline,
load of process and release time.
2. First switch process to EDF.
3. The process with nearest deadline [6] is given the highest priority.
4. For switching to ACO algorithm, if the load of the process is greater than CPU load, then the
process is transferred from EDF to ACO algorithm.

5. In ACO, it will calculate the total time required for all the processes and the process which
contains minimum execution time is executed first. In short execution depends upon the
execution time.
6. Success ratio is used for performance measurement, CPU Utilization and it also calculates the
total number of processes which are executed using EDF and the ACO algorithm with the
deadline missed process [6].
7. Finally the result is calculated.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Execution time of EDF, ACO, GA and Adaptive Algorithm
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Figure 6: Successive rate and CPU utilization for Adaptive Algorithm when over loaded
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Figure 7: Comparison of all the processes scheduled for all Algorithms

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we compared EDF, ACO and GA based algorithm. All of the algorithms have some
advantages and disadvantages. EDF performs well when the system is under loaded but ACO does not
perform well in that situation. On the other hand EDF does not perform well when the system is
overloaded while ACO and GA based algorithm take more execution time in that type of situation.
From the comparison of EDF, ACO and GA we develop an algorithm which is called adaptive algorithm.
This algorithm works well when future workload of the system is not known. An Adaptive Algorithm
schedules the process on single processor when it is preemptive. This algorithm automatically switches
between the EDF and ACO algorithm and overcome the limitation of both the algorithms (EDF and
ACO) algorithms. Adaptive algorithm takes less execution time than ACO, EDF and GA. when load of
process is increased system usage also increased.
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